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University of Missouri -St. Louis

SGA Freezes Funds For Missed Meetings
by Melissa A. Green
news editor

I verify that all of my .own'
personal information Will ~e
truthful throughout thiS
campaign.
(By signing this you ar~
promising that your ere.
dentials are factual and If
misrepresentation occurs,
you understand that you
will not be allowed t~ continue with the campaign.)

Student Government Association
voted to freeze approximately $20,000
of student organizational funding on
Monday, Feb. 4.
The names of the organizations
who had their funds frozen were given
to Bob Schmaldfeld, director of Student Activities.
The assembly voted to freeze
funding for any organization that has
missed more than three assembly
meetings, a rule set in the by-laws.
Along with freezing funds, all ihe
. organizations will lose their recogni.
tion within SGA.
The quorum of the assembly has
been lowered since 41 organizations
lost their recognition.
Notification letters were sent to
the advisers, representatives and organizations concerning their absences
at the meetings as well as In notify
them of their frozen funds. Several
organizational representatives stated
that they did not receive any leuers .
_ _ Other represEltatives objected. In
the freezing of funds.
"I opposed it because of Ihe possibility that people are not getting
notified," said Ed Mock, SGA representative and president of the
Evening College Council.
Mock would like to get a proposal
for an amendment to the SGA bylaws stating that notifications be sen t
by registered mail when an organization has missed t\\10 meetings and

READ THIS La Donia Payne and AI/a Pruzhansky present the new question added to the applications for
president ana vice president for 1991 ~92. (Photo by Max Montgomery)
when their funds are [Tozen.
"Spending S4 to freeze $500 is
worth it. We want to make sure people
get notified and auend the meetings,
not to freeze th ir funds to get their
money," Mock said.
Organi7.ations with rozen funds
can appe.:11 the decision through Studen! Cmm.
Mark Grimes, SGA vice presi-

dent, announced that the Chancellor
Selection Committee has narrowed
i15 choices to three. The candidates
include Blanche Touhill, UM-St.
Louis interim chancellor, James
Haefner, Jackson State University
President, and Thomas George, dean
of natural sciences and mathematics
at the State University of New York.
Grimes said that minorities are

by Robin Mayo
Current staff

: by TI!1'i O'a,r len

pe-Ople related t o the disabled issue, .
including Marilyn DiUp. AdministratorforSpecial StudentPrograms;
L owe/'Sandy" McLean. Vice
Cbancellor for S rudent . Affairs;
Gloria Leonard, Director Gf ·Pro-

Current staff

A national consultant for dls..ablMstudent services said lhe
·~test COTl~.ein for m1-Sr. Lopis.

is

impmvecfinter~institutional

turement, .Risk: Managemenf'and

i

·c ommunicatio,p.
Communic3tiol) Setvkes; . ann
. .. A let of qu('-stions were. being Phyllis Lee, Coordinator. Sl m:lent
mi8Crl in the beginning of the aca- Health Center. .
·dernie year on whether our disahilOile.pllTp()se of Jarrow 's visit
it}' supportSCrVlces were adequate wa~ to provide recommendati.6~ \
meet the needs of d isabled stu- for access arid suggestiOns for
,dents at tIM-St.Louis,'" said Kart J.. . . lion or in\!e~tigarion. AlthQugb ! ~c- .
. Beeler, 'assistantto the vice chart-cording to Beeler. "'she· wqs; q~ilet
cellor for Student Affairs. "8"0 tbe happy with 'the preSent program/'
lJhiversity ded de-.d 00 take a &00<1 she gave mher,reporc at least a
look at: it~'
dozen "reccmmendalicins fOL ~c- .
.In response to an on-site visif to
L evaLuate the status Q( disab~lity
U1e report states that. "It ap~ .
SUPppFt '~ces()n campus" Jane . pears thatmanyof tbe:probfemsand
Jalrow h'as released a.Teport to the. ~ccms expm,.;.sed, are te1att:Xll;5r :
University. Jarmwho'ldsa.Ph.D .in mispcrceptiOnwatoril the respoiJsiCommuiricative pisorders an(f bWiies and functions of the ·,
AchninistratQr'sposirlen," refecring ,
Sci~nces. She hasconductedtr.a:ining programs a.t cam~usessuch as to Marilyn Ditto. AC€OTding tQ.
uldiaRaState Unive ~it)' , Ohio5uue J)hrow, Du,ta''bas been burdened.
Unive:rsi:tyan4. Michigal1 S t~te. with the u,flreaSpnableexmx:talrop.
· University~ Jarrow is currently e"'7 tfJat she ttl 1.3 504- Comi»ianoe O(~ ,
ecutive'director of die. Assqciation fieers ro1 . l:Iow.ever; she has not
aD. Handicapped Student Service , been given. tbetiqeauthO.flLY, budProgTants in Pos t-Secondary get or power ')f .the po irion. Till&,
Education (AHSSPPE).
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Theconstructiori of the Metro Link
Light Rail began on Feb.l, on the
UM-St. Louis campus, closing off
part of West Drive and Bellerive
Drive, and causing the loss of ten
parking spaces this semester.
Introduced to UM-St Louis in
1988, the construction was approved
in an easement agreement with the
Bi-State Development Agency to allow construction of a light-rail system
along the UM-St Louis campus at the
Board of Curators meeting January
30-31,1991, in Jefferson City, Mo .
Laurence G. Schlereth, vice
chancellor of Administrative Services,
said he thinks the new system will be
a major improvement for studen15 who
are currently riding the bus to campus, as well as driving .
"I think it will benefit the entire
student body. People don't think about
going down town for lunch, but now
a group of students can go down to the
Central West End to eat during a
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SPARKLING NEW A proposed version of the light rail cars.
lar to a trolley car .
A feeder bus will carry passengers to and from transit stations.
The light rail will be a benefit to
the Bi-State bus system. Opposed to
buses, the light rail is more efficient
and conserves more energy.
The overall cost for the light rail is

by Max Montgomery
associate news editor

In This Issue

D

break," said Schlereth. Bi-State purchased 31 passenger vehicles from
Siemens Energy and Automation, Inc.
of Germany, for $45.4 million dollars. The cars are similar to cars in
Pittsburgh's transit system. The cars
are approximately 89 feet long, and
made of light weight, welded low
alloy, high tensile steel. The cars will
get their power through an aesthetically designed overhead catenary
system, which is a curved electrical
line suspended between two poin15.
Each car will be climate controlled
and have 72 fueproof, fiberglass seats
with fabric inserts. There will also be
room for an additional 100 comfortabl y standing passengers.
Built on continuous welded rail,
the Metro Link track will have a low
noise level and a smooth, quiet ride.
Retaining walls along some parts of
the light rail will also buffer noise
from the cars.
1 he words "light rail" may confuse people as to what exactly it is. It
is it streetcar-type transit railway,
constructed on city stree15, very simi-

See SGA, page 4

A six percent tuition increase
was approved by the Board of
Curators during the Jan. 30-31
meeting in Jefferson City.
The increase will go into effect in the fall of 1991. The increase per credit hour averages
out to be $3.50 for lower level
undergraduates, $3.80 for upper
level undergraduates and $4.70
for graduates.
This increase will follow another six percen t increase that starts
during the summer semester, for a
total of a 12 percent increase in
tuition fees. The increase in dollars
averages to approximately $100
per semester.
The five percent increase of
facility and activity fees approved
by Student Government Association during the Dec. 2 meeting
were approved during the
Curator's meeting.
In other business discussed
during the meeting, construction
for the new computer center was
approved. The 62,()()(}.square-foot
center will complete the Quadrangle. The center will be built
in bet ween Lucas Hall and the SSB
Tower. The center will also have
disabled accessibility.
The low bid for the contract
was $4,592,000, which was submitted by K&S Associates.
Ground breaking ceremonies will
be held later this month.

$288 million. With Congressional
approval, $56 million has been allotted for the 1991 fiscal year, the total
amount financed by Congress is $273
million . The first groundbreaking
ceremonywasMay31,1990,atNorth

See RAIL, page 8

LeftBehindFor'111e War, Pm81ts

Seet?ISAB.LEO, page 4

interviewed several .

well represented in the candidates.
Originally, 123 applicants answered the position for chancellor.
That number was narrowed to seven
and given to UM System President C.
Peter McGrath for selection of the
final three. Interviews will be conducted during February and the new
chancellor will be announced at Ihe
March meeting of the Board of Cura-

tors held at UM-Sl Louis.
The proposed "clean campaign"
for the upcoming elections has been
dropped. Administrative Committee
Chair La Donia Payne, changed her
original idea for the campaign. Instead she has added a question demanding truthful responses on the
applications for all students running
for offices, which was voted on by the
executive committee. An amendment
was passed to have the question pertain to the items contained within the
application.
Payne is looking for interested
. poll workers from organizations to .
help with the April 15-16 elections .
Interested individuals can pick up
sign up sheets in the SGA office in
University Center.
At the Feb. 17 meeting, Payne
will discuss the revision of the Constitution. Each representative will recei ve two copies of the Constimtion.
The proposed changes in the document will be balded in one copy.
The Social Committee is planning a campus-wide night at a St.
LouisBlues hockey game. The game
will beone offournights chosen. The
games include Feb. 21 against the
New York Islanders, Feb. 28 against
the New YorkRangers, Mar. 1 against
the Minnesota North Stars, and Mar.
28 against the Islanders. Any organization interested in tickets, call the
SG A office and talk toJ ulie Schwartz.
During this past year, Pruzhansky

Curators
.Approve
New Center

pg 7
Ray and Dorothy Engelhardt

Many UM-S t Louis students have
had their studies and lives interrupted
to serve in the Middle East When
Roger Engelhardt left for Saudi Arabia
he only had two more weeks of school
before he would have received his
diploma
Roger Engelhardt, 22, isa UM-St.
Louis student in the Marine Reserves.
He left for duty on November 30,
1990, and arrived in Saudi Arabia on
January 1, 1991.
With American flags and Desert

Stonn service flags adorning their
front porch, · Ray and Dorothy
Engelhardt, Roger's parents, support
their son and all servicemen in the
Middle East.
Dorothy, Rogers mother wears a
yellow ribbon and she said she will
wear it everyday until the war is over
and her son comes home.
Roger and his fiancee were to be
married on April 6, 1991.Insteadthey
got married shortly before he was
shipped out
Roger was in Saudi Arabia when

See WAR, page 4
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THURSDAY, FEB. 7

MARKETING: The American Marketing Association Meeting will meet at
1 p.m. in room 229 in the J.C. Penney Building. Meeting will conclude at
CASA .

NO BONES ABOUT IT: The Women's Center will feature chiropractor,
Linda Smith, who will discuss osteoporosis and why it is such a major
health problem affecting women. The lecture will be held from 12:30·
1 :30 p.m . in room 211 Clark Hall. For more information, call 553·5380.

SUNDAY, FEB. 10
DATE RAPE: Zeta Tau Alpha and Pi Kappa Alpha will sponsor a
presentation on date rape and answer any questions that arise . This
event is open to students and faculty and will be held in the J.C . Penney
Auditorium from 4· 6 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEB. 8
THREE PERSPECTIVES ON THE PERSIAN GULF: A lecture will be
held on why the U .S. should leave the Persian Gulf at the St. Louis
County Library Headquarters at7:30 p.m. For more information call 997 .
8585.

MONDAY, FEB. 11
A "GOLDEN" OPPORTUNITY: Judith Golden, professor of art at the
University of Arizona will present her lecture, "Myths and Masquerades"
at noon in room 229 J.C. Penney and at 5:30 p.m. in room 100 Lucas Hall.
She will discuss her photographic art, both past and present. For more
information, contact Tom Patton at 553-5975 . This lecture is free and
open to the public.

MONEY MATTERS: The Economics Club invites anyone interested to
attend a seminar on careers in economics. Jeffrey Olson from Southwestern Bell will speak from 1-2:15 p.m . in room331 SSB. Refreshments
will follow.

HELP WANTED

Phone dictation available. (Located
near UM-St. Louis) 741-4302

Nanny/Live in
Mature 19 year old seeking position as Nanny. Experienced wrth
children and Elderly. Call Jeanette
at 946-1437

WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS

Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
OUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific. Mexico.

CALL NOWI Call refundable.

1-206-73e-7000, Ext.~

Earn I.'p to $10/ hr.
Market credit cards on

Spring Break 1991- Individual or
student organization needed to
promote Spring Break trip. Earn
money, free trips and valuable work
experience. CALL NOW 11 InterCampus Programs: 1-800-327-6013

campus. Flexible hours.
Only

10 pOSitions

available. Call Now
1-800-950-8472
Ext.20Y;:;"",'4.
,

NEED EXTRA INCOME
III", FOR 1991?
. Rush $1.00 with SASE 10: OIH GrOllI' toe.
1019U, SIlenwood'
Fl32B18

GET YOUR DREAM JOBS

0-.

....

NOW! 1OO's of addressllel. #s of
JOBS OPEN IN PARADISE. CaW
FlaiNatl. PkslCruise/Rafting. for
Spring/summer HAVE A PAID
VACATION. CALL 1-900-226·

F

Typing
and
Secretarial
Services(Very Reasonable
prices) Work completed by a
home typist with ten years of experience. (Letters, Resumes,
Flyers, Banners, Term Papers
and I even compose letters.

St. Uluis. MO 63l>4
427-4331

Learn how to use many popular
MaCintosh- programs at your
--own pacCC using our tutortals.
Pagemaker 3.0 and Microsoft
Word 4.0 are both avaUable for
your use. Please call ~ . ~
for your reservation.' A~

I

S621 Oeirnar,Suite l~
St. Louis, MO 63112

361·2880

'linniDi Information

n

I

lOne Hour Macintosh tutorial computer time. I
Ifufur1al Is cassette training ruong with practice exercises. One I
free hour of computer rental time whJ]e using the tutortaL I
Not val!.d with any otller offer. Expires 2/15/91.
I

I
I

S~turd:.ly HOUr!

I · Open 7

Low Cost Pre· Sttriluatioa
EdllcatiuD " Rum

kinl\o'S·
I.

days

I

I 524-7549
I
I 8434 Florissant Road
th
.I
L!!!~.!>,!!; ~!.u!L _____.:.~P!.~!_.J

CaflFor An Appointment

I'm Here
When You Need- Me
•

'J

•

~==========~'"

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 13
CONTRACT LAW: Learn about the basics of contract law. Sessions will
be held on Wednesdays from 7 c 9:30 p.m. ending on Feb. 27 and
Wednesdays beginning April 3·17 at the same time . Both sessions will
be held on campus and the program fee is $165. To register, call 5535961.

THU RSDAY, FEB. 14
TICKLING THE IVORIES: Pianist William Triplett will perform in the
Summit Lounge from noon-1 :30 p.m. as part of the Chancellors
Luncheon Series. Bring or buy a lunch and sit back and enjoy.

pray for these people in our Armed
Services. Please join us: Ed Higgins,
Lamar Kinkaid, Mark West Dhale,
Joe Ferguson, LCpl DanielJ Hayse,
Pvt. 2ndClass Kenneth A Stanfield,
Richard Dufour, Glen Fernau, Lew
Herrington, Kevin Exler, and Nick
Shanders. Join us in praying for
pease each Tuesday 11-11:30 a.m.
Rm 156 U-Center. Sponsored by
the Newman House and Wesley
Foundation.
The Sigma Alpha chapter of Alpha
Phi Omega will hold an informational meeting in Rm 222 of the J.C.
Penney Build ing on Feb 13th at
6:30 p.m. For more info please call
Rhonda at 637-1162

PERSONALS
Come see your friends take the
challenge of College Bowl. Show
support for your favorite team. Be
there Feb. 2 in the Science Complex . Starting time is 1:00. Presented
by UPB/U-Ctr.
Calrtornia professional couple eager
to share love and security desires to
adopt white baby, Totally legal.
PLEASE call Natalie collect 714941-0258. THANK YOU

Tim, Can you believe this is our
second "Honey Day"together? I love
you
Captain, Happy Anniversary! This
has been a great year together, and
I know we will have many more! You
mean more to me than I could ever
say! I love you, Chief
My dearest Teddie, If you think we
should be more careful then maybe
we should abstain from doing anything.1 am getting tired of your smart
ass attitude. I decided to forgive you
for your wild excuses but enough is
enough. Sincerely, Poopsie
Chipster, Don'tworryaboutmewhile
I'm in Naples. I won't be there. Since
it was your favorite place, I am going
someplace that I wantto go. I'll thin~
of you when I'm in Jamaica. I hope
the ponies were worth it, because I'll
be very lonely without you, and
there's no telling what I'll do by my·
self in the hottest spot in the Carib·
bean, Yours, Mufti.
ITS BS- Flying around in that awesome white car, you really make me
wonder what exactly is BS? Let me
know sometime in Class. Which
one???

0

r--------L~ ;$ltttt ~_
: .. '.' FREE '
~O~

Birtb Control & Family

Students and Faculty at UM-St. Louis

VIOLENCE IN PROSTITUTION: The Women's Center will show a
documentary video entitled ·Prostitution: A Matter of Violence Against
Women". The video will be shown from 12:30~ 1 :30 p.m. and on
Wednesday , Feb. 13 from 7·8 p.m. in room 211 Clark Hall.

IT UPS, I DET AIDFOR
SAYIIG WHAT I THill:'

.

Senices Offered

ATTENTION LOOK GREAT FOR
SPRING BREAKI Lose a pound or
more a day. 20 Ibs by Spring Break
. simple plan to follow. Personalized
counseling. Excellent time to become
your IDEAL weight by Summer. Call
Sandra at 522-3245 any1ime . L.eave
message

TUESDAY, FEB. 12

.

Discover Kinko's,
where a good Mac
is easy to find.

4Q2.4 Woodson Ro~

•

California professional longing to
adopt a white infant. Will provide
caring and loving home. Expenses
paid, Legal. Please call evenings,
oollect (231) 855-1733. Debbie.

WE FIND SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
YOU
7 sources guaranteed. Personal and
Professional $60
Call or Write for Free Information:
COLLEGE RESEARCH SERVICE
10841 Tesson Ferry Road
SI. Louis, MO 63123
849-2018

'.

III Two CODveniellt Locations

•

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U
repair). Delinquent tax property . Repossessions. Your area (1) 805-6876000 Ext. GH-2166 for current repo
list.

MISCELLANEOUS

1-8()()·932-0528 Ext. 50

Womea'. Health Cue Cliuic

Medicaid Accepted
CODvtDicIlt Eye~ioa: and .

FOR RENT

T

investment needed. Call

Introducing
Family Planning Inc,

•

S

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
carnpusorganization.Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No

2644 $31min.

Affordable Sen-ictS

A

~

Learn to fly and have a really fun time
doing it. This might prove to be the
most interesting and exciting learning you may ever undertake. I'm a
commercial pilot and flight instructor.
I offer U.M.S.L. students a really
good discount. Call me for some free
information or schedule a first flight.
Steve Christiansen 441-6666. ,
Alpha Phi Omega is the National coed service fraternity based on the
principles of leadership friendship
and service. The Sigma Alpha
chapter at UM·SL is now accepting
pledges. For more info please call
Rhondaat 637-1162.

"

Earn $500 - $1000 weeld\, sIVIIin;l envelopes. Fo< de!liIs

•

Cruise Ship Jobs

HIRING Men - Women . Summerl

The Old Spaghetti Factory is
looking
for
energet ic,
hardworking, and dynamic individualsto join our restaurant staff.
We are looking for bus, kitchen,
host, wait, and bar personnel.
Please call or come down Monday through Friday, 1·3 or make
an appointment. We are located
in Historic Laclede's Landing at
727 North First. Call 621·0276.

*
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"In my classes I'm encouraged to ex·
plore my ideas and say what I think .
An d that's just what happens where I
wo rk. At UPS, everyone's opinions
count .. . 'even if yo u're working
part·time.
"UPS has employee committees and
discussion groups. Everyone is ex (1er::lec:t.
to make suggestions and express opinions. And the supervisors listen. That's
how UPS has become a world leader in
th e transportation industry.
"UPS has industry-leading pay and
benefits too. I make almost $10,000 a .
year working about 4 hours a day. And I
get a choice of part-time schedules ..
morning, noon or night. They actually
work with me to fit my work hours to my
class hours. I can't think of a company
that does more for working students.
':4t UPS, most students work in
Operations and some in Accounting,
Industrial Engineering, I.S. and
Customer Service. So, if you like think·
ing for yourself . .. think about UPS."
Openings exist at the UPS Earth
City building and the Jefferson Ave.
building (at Highway 40), For more
Information, or to apply for an interview, call 553-5317 or visit 346 Woods
Hall (S.T.E.P. office). We are an equal
opportunity employer

CIRRUS.

The 'A utomatic Teller
Normandy Bank Customers,get your application at the facility in University Center or call us at 383·
5555. If you haye your account at another bank, your ATM card can be used atthe machine in Uniyer'
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it .

!ltnmnnrlJJ
.

"~~

Btuzl; '
-"

UPS DI._ :IIVERS 1
EDUDATIDtI

_.------ _.

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

383-5555

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

Member FDIC'
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MakeAction
Someone famous once said never mistake motion

ll!6

'tJ~ Jusf 1H~
ck .FRESSJRI~ ~~
~O 10 \f£ A

for action. How true that is when it comes to UM -St.
Louis, the UM System and most anus of the local,
state and federal government. Some people have the
time and money to grease the wheels of the system to
their favor. Then there are those who just have to
persevere, however hard, in the hopes of getting
anything done. Some of the most perservering are the
disabled on the UM-St. Louis campus.
Jane Jarrow, who holds a doctorate in Communicative Disorders and SCiences, recently evaluated the
status of disability support at UM-St. Louis. While
the university has taken action on some of Jarrow's
recommendations, response to the problems facing
the disabled has been notably slow.

~\RfH CctJ~ 1~P'L-ANr
\S IN .. INct:FENS{B~ !
\N~\BLE!

IN ... IN ....

Many disabled students at UM -St. Louis aren't shy
about raising public awareness concerning their
mobility and accessibility problems on campus and
the problems theyhave concerning the lack of reliable
specialists to aid them in their course work. Students
often have ~o wheel long distances just to get to
bathrooms that are supposed to be equipped for the
disabled. Many times the revenues aren't available
for students who need assistance seeing or hearing.
These are only a few examples of some of the prob- lems facing people with disabilities.
.
While the university recognizes these problems,
taking appropriate action to correct these problems is
another story. How easy it would be to point the finger
at the administration and demand rectification. Unfortunately, the finger also needs to be pOinted at the
UM System's policy (or lack of) for dealing with
disabilities and then at the state legislatures . Although Senate Bill 353 is specific about making
by Kevin Kleine
mOnies available for special school districts, it is columnist
vaque about money being made allocated to aiding
disabled students in higher education. What do they
think happens to disabled high school students?
Society needs a shove too. Pointing a fmger isn't going
to get the job done. Maybe the finger pushing a pen
on a piece of paper and sending it to state legislatures
oul
. eke action.
No wonder the university sys-tem-

'Democratic Haven ' Just Case Of Sour Grapes

r---L-E-T-T-E-R-S-P-O-L'IC-Y--"

is so screwed up, this campus is a

"haven for Democrats!"
Lions and tigers and bears, oh
my!
Well, at least that's the view of
The Current welcomes lettters to the editor. The writer's
the Missouri Republican party and
student number and phone number must accompany ali letters.
our favorite son, Christopher S. "Kit"
Non-students must also include their phone numbers. Letters
should be no longer than two typed, double-spaced pages.
Bond. Sen. Bond stated last week
No unsigned letters will be published, but the author's name
that the campus is like the farm team
can be withheld by request.
for the state Democratic party. J udgThe Current reserves the right to edit all letters for f.pace and
ing by the people here and most of
style .
their attitudes, I would say the opThe Current reserves the right to refuse publication of leiters .
posite is true. This campus' population can be so conservative at times,
L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......I . it makes Ronald Reagan look like a

George Bush recently sent out
a condescending letter to the
campus newspapers of America to
ask for student support of his

e·~I~~~;~it~~~!.;: :~~ terrible war. Bush wants his war to

11;~!;I~l~il~I~lil~illliI1t~~:DFijm~\Yiti1th(mtth

fromheVietnam.
. be
this"different"
he means that
wants toBy
· : : carry out his imperialist crusade
for a "New World Order" without
the student uprisings and protests
?Y':;i'i?i}\Oo+/::,:)\t\!f;,@tlofthe 1960s. Fortunately the
outrage and protests against
Bush's war far exceed anything
which occurred at the beginning of
" :,:;" ,,:::<,,,:,;,',-. 1 Lyndon Johnson's war.
Mr. Bush claims to be outraged by Saddam Hussein's
'. pillaging of Kuwait Yet. he has
nothing to say about China's
invasion of Tibet, South Africa's
.' ••••• : I invasion of neighboring countries
· or his own invasion of Panama
.• The Kuwait invasion only outrages
I Mr. Bush because of the role of
certain oil companies in the region
which hold an enonnous influence
on U.S. policy. In any event,
nothing in the U.S. Constitution
authorizes the U.S. government to
take on the role of 911 to the
Moreover, Kuwait was a
wealthy enough country that it
.... could have defended itself - if its
subjects had thought the Kuwaiti
· . dictatorship worth defending. If
every man, woman, and child over

111~~~~~~~iill~~iI~~:t~~iB the age of, say,

"Arms for Hostages?, What arms for a.m. while I was working at the South
hostages?" etc.
County Journal. I was working on a
I would like to know if or when page that had a story about a man
card-carrying member of the ACLU. politicians will ever grow up enough opening a German-decorated steak
The only reason Bond's hackles to quit slinging mud when their party house in South County. The 5 tory had
are raised is that the campus isn't a is in the minority. When the Republi- a cutesie headline on it that tried to
breeding ground for the Republican cans were in control of Congress, the say "welcome" in German, except it
party. Sounds like a bad case of Sour Democrats bitched and moaned. Now was grossly americanized. It read,
Grapes to me. Why must the univer- the republicans are guilty of the same "Willcommen," I smiled wryly and
sity always be dragged into political - offense now that the Democrats have . wrote a note on the page to the e d'tor
squabbles that do nothing but avert gained control.
as to the correct spelling. Two y~ars
Get a grip guys.
attention from the real issues such as
of high school Gennan and an addiunderfunded programs .,nd improvtional four semesters in college had
***
I recently made a discovery that finally paid off. I got to correct one
ing the quality of eduCL ion?
The Republican p. _ty makes it many people struggling to get though word! So look on the brigbt side the
sound as if E. Terrence Jones and foreign language courses will be glad next time you have to drag yourself
Harriet Woods had collaborated on a to hear. Here it is: Sometimes you may into Spanish or French or whatever
curriculum to produce the ultimate get a chance to use your foreign lan- obscure language you decide to take.
democrat and were using taxpayers' guage skills on the job!
As your high school adviser used to
money to do it Maybe it's one of
Yes, there is a purpose for those tell you, "You'll never know w.hen
those super-secret, sacred-cow-lype never-ending vocabulary quizzes and you'll need it"
programs that the government has translations of important phrases like;
Someday you may use your forbeen hiding for years. You know the "Where's the bathroom," and "I need eign language on the job, or maybe
one's I'm talking about, "he'"" to a beer."
you'lljust need a beer after you find a
raise taxes without really trying",
My discovery came to me aboutl bathroom in Mozambique.

trust me

an automatic assault rifle, Mr.
Hussein's thugs would have gotten
nowhere.
Instead, Kuwait depended on a
standing anny, an anny which fled
to Saudi Arabia as soon as they
received Hussein's phone call that
the Iraqi troops were on their way!
Likewise, an appropriate remedy
exists to defend the interests of the
oil companies for the $15 billion
per year it costs to station them in
the Saudi desert, a quite minor
operating expense for these
companies. As it is, far more
innocent civilians will die and get
hurt than would have in the absence
of Mr. Bush's war.
Mr. Bush calls for a "New
World Order." Americans familiar
with the history of the 1940s and
1950s know that the "New World
Order" was and is a code word of
totalitarian socialists Who sought
and seek to impose their One True
Way upon the world via the United
Nations.
These were and are extremely
insecure people who foam at the
mouth at at any hint of an alternative lifestyle to the one which these
authoritarians seek to impose on us
all. Some of these totalitarian
socialists, former senator George
McGovern and columnist
Alexander Cockburn for instance,
already dance with glee at the new
prominence Mr. Bush has given to
the United Nations. This organization , created by the imperialists and

warmongers of the World War II
era, bears responsibility now for
both the
government's war
against Korea and the U.S.
government's war against Iraq. The
Libertarian Student Network calls
for nothing short of total abolition of
the United Nations.
Mr. Bush claims that Iraqi
control of 20 percent of the world's
current oil production would wreak
economic devastation on the world.
I'm a graduate student in economics
and I assure everyone that Bush's
claim is just complete nonsense. The
oil industry is highly competitive.
Consumers set the prices by bidding
on the oil available. Twenty percent
of the current output is trivial. If
Hussein refuses to offer Iraqi oil at
world market prices, we'll buy our
oil elsewhere and other oil companies will step up production. It is
Bush·s war which threatens our
economy by putting all Mideast oil
in jeopard y.
Finally, Mr. Bush's claim that he
is defending the principles on which
the nation was founded is nothing
but a bald-faced lie. As our last great
president. Grover Cleveland, pointed
out, "it is the policy of Washington,
of Jefferson and of Monroe - peace,
commerce and honest friendship
with all nations, entangling alliances
with none." George Washington
made it clear in his farewell address
and Thomas Jefferson made clear in
his inaugural address that one of the
most important principles upon

u.s.

which this country was founded was
the principle of staying out of
foreign wars!
I urge all of you, stand with the
Libertarian Student Network and
the millions upon million of
Americans outraged by the policies
of the current madman in the White
House. Stand with us in protest and
defiance. Help us bring down this
administration. End this war and
bring the boys and girls home.

Terry Inman
World Director
Libertarian Student Network
3910 Nara Drive
Florissant, MO 63033

RETRACTION
In the Jan . 30 issue of the
Current. Professor Mu stapha
Pasha was misrepresented as being a spokesperson for the Islamic community. He was
speaking as a political analyst.
Some quotes attributed to him
were actually those of another
panelist and some were taken out
of context.
The Current regrets the
mistake and any confusion this
may have caused its readers.

eleven had owned
.
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RAIL from pag~~
Hanley and 1-70,
where a concrete retaining Slructure was
erected to contain the
rail alignment.
To boostcommunily awareness of the
MetroLinkLightRail ~~~~
in May, Bi-State
publicized limited
edition "Inaugural
Groundbreaking" Tshirts, for a donation
of ten dollars.
On . Saturday,
Nov. 17,1990, at the
Power House at the J.;r;J~1IIIIII!
DeB alieviere Garage,
approximately 200
people carne to the
open house presentation of the Metro Link
stations.
Life-size models
of the stations were DIGGING IN Construction began on the North
erected inside the campus for the incoming Light Rail on Feb. 1
Power House, and ar- (photo by Nicole Menke)
chitects and engineers
were given the opportunity to per- Louis, across the Eads Bridge, all the
form tests on the materials, lighting, way to Lambert Airport. Stops will
and engineering techniques.
include Laclede's Landing. the CenNormal Bi-State bus routes will tral West End, Forest Park, Page Avvary little, in fact they may increase in enue, St. Charles RockRoad, UM- St.
distance to reach a Metro Link sta- Louis' North and South campuses,
tion, and some routes may end at Hanley Road. the airport, and BerkeMetro Link: stations. By having Metro ley.
Link, Bi-State will be able to increase
UM-St. Louis Vice Chancellor for
its capacity where it is needed, which student affairs Lowe "Sandy"
Bi-State says is the bottom line.
MacLean, said that UM-St Louis is
Metro Link is scheduled for fortunate to have two stops on camcompletion in 1993. It is to be an 18 pus, that we arethe only campus that
mile, 20 station setup, from East S1. does, and it's a good thing.

JOIN THE EXCITEMENT AT

BUSCH STADIUM

AM I PREGNANT'?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.

(!1f!~ANa

To apply for a limited number of
EVENT EMPLOYMEHl' OPPORTUNmES

•
•
•
•

FREE Pregnancy Testing
lmml:'d ia te re;,ults
Con,pletely confidential
Call or walk in

645·1424

227·5111

i~L I.uui . . ,

.Halb~1I1!

in a variety of jobs.

stop by BUSCH STADIUM
Thursdays, 4 pm to 7 pm
Saturdays, 9 am to 1 pm
In February
Enter stadium at Gate 7
Complimentary parl<ing in Stadium Garage East
-present parking ticket at stadium for validation-

6744 ( ' I~\ rn" 1 < < 1 ,III tid\l,·' I{<I .

24-Hour Phone ServIce

~

-EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS MlF-

.9l!1(f£ :YO'll 5l £ f£5l'1Jf£1( ?
~Oq)E, fer!!!
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
IS LOOKING FOR CANDIDATES FOR
PRESIDENT,
VICE-PRESIDENT,
& ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES

SGA from page 1

PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION IN
262 UNIVERSITY CENTER
STARTING FEB. 15, 1991
AND SUBMIT IT COMPLETED BY
MARCH 15, 1991 AT NOON

and Grimes have curtailed their traveling to save up for a banquet to honor
members of the assembly.
"The banquet is to honor those students who put in effort this year, who
deserve a chance to enjoy themselves," Pruzhansky said .
The Inaugural Dinner will recognize the new president for 1991-92. The
banquet is tentatively set for Friday ,May 10. SGA is looking at dance halls to
host the banquet. More information will be offered at the Feb. 17 meeting.
The University Center Expansion committee stopped meeting for a short
tin1e until more student representatives were added to the list of current
representatives. Now the student representation includes students from South
Campus, the Evening College, minorities and disabled students. The meetings
will resume the week of Feb. 11.
University Program Board announced that Mirthday is on Wednesday,
April 18.
The Ad-Hoc committee investigating SABe funding has been disbanned.
;6
,The assembly voted during the Dec. 2 meeting for the time limit of the
9
investigation to end with the Feb. 3 meeting . The final report was to be
delivered by the committee's head, Terrence Small. Small did not attend the -......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..

LATE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED
,

~

FOR FURTHER 'ffJFc)RMATION: 553-0105

meeting.
The next SGA meeting will be held on Feb. 17, when the revision of the
Constitution and by-laws will be discussed.

WAR from p age 1
the war broke out. His mother recalled
her feelings when she had heard the
news.
"It was unreal. I can remember
when . President Kennedy was shot
and it was the same kind of unreality," .
said Dorothy. She is very proud of her
son, and at the same time she is scared
senseless.
According to the Engelhardts,
getting through a crisis like this is
tough and it tries your patience. Dorothy said an hour doesn't go by that
she doesn't think about it
"You're glad to go to work because it gives you something else to
think about. If you didn't, you could
sit, watch TV all day, think about it
arid go crazy. You're glad to go somewhere and think about something
else," she said.
. Ray said he supports the troops
but he wishes his son was fighting for
a better caUSe. "As far as fighting for
his country- I'd take his place in a
minute. There is no question about
that."
The Engelhardts said they had not
talked to their son since he left, however his wife, Lisa, had talked to him
and she said that although he didn't
want to be there, his morale was high.
TheEngelhardts don'tknow when
they will get to talk to their son or what
exactly they wiU say.
"Y ~u try to stay away from the big
topic because no one wants to talk
about that," sai-d Ray. "And I lIy to be
real careful to not say anything nonsupporti ve."
When and if the Engelhardts talk
to their son, they said they plan to ask
him how he is doing. Then talk about
the basics such as the weather, the

family etc.
"It's real hard, with the situation,
to carry on a normal conversation
because it gets too emotionally
charged," said Dorothy.
For the Engelhardts, one hard part
of the whole situation is the uncertainty of their son's welfare.
"You raise someone for 22
years .. jt' sjust, you know , war is such
a frightening thing. I feel such a
helplessness with the whole situation,
particularly if you're the kind of person who likes to take control of the
situation, which I am. You just feel so
helpless," said DQfothy. "It's like living in never-never land everyday.
Where is he? What's really happening? Is what we are hearing really
true? What is he doing?"
The Engelhardts don't belong to a
huge support group for parents and
families of servicemen. but they try to
let each other know what is going on
because talking to their children that
are serving is so rare.
"You don't know where they are,
you don't know what they are doing,
so we let each other know so that at
least you have some sort of contact,"
said Dorothy.
The Engelhardts said Roger was
annoyed by the situation, needless to
say, because everything was moving
toward the peak in his life that he had
worked for, and it bothered him a lot
that he couldn't finish school.
Dorothy said that when your life
is interrupted like this, adjustments
have to be made and dealt with.
"I think that after a while, some
priorities are greater and your greater
priority is, 'I have to make it through
this,'" she said.

If you really want to know what
is going on in the world, don't
watch Wolf Blitzer on CNN,
read the

Current
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Education Key To Society's Acceptance Of Homosexuals
by Jocelyn Arledge
features editor

Jn last week's issue oJthe Current,

Jour UM-St. Louis students shared
their personal experiences oJwhat it
is like to grow up being gay. This
week, Carla, Kim, Scott and Steve
talk about some oj the attitudes gays
mustJace both on campus and in the
workplace.
In the past, society has reacted to
homosexuality wjth a negative attitude. Gay people feel that the emotional and physical badgering they
face stems from misconceptions heterosexuals have about homosexuality. Because of these stereotypical
fears, homosexuals are not always
allowed to be open about their feelings. Carla, Kim, Scott and Steve feel
that generally, people are uneducated
about homosexuality and therefor, do
not understand or accept it.
The UM-St. Louis campus has an
organization called the Lesbian/Gay
Campus Organization(LG"CO). This
.organization is open to homosexuals
and those interested in homosexual
issues. Even though this organization
is present on campus, Kim feels that
students don't realize some of their
fellow classmates could be gay.
"I don't know how many timesI
have been in a classroom when people
make fun of [homosexuality] ," Kim
said. "After a while, I just didn't feel
anything about it anymore. I know
they aren't talking about me when
they talk about gay people because

theyobviouslydon'tknow gay people
when they sit there and teU the jokes
that they do.
"You would think college would
give IJe<?ple a better understanding
and intelligence on being able to view
this objectively ."
Steve feels that an effort should
.be made to enlighten those that are when people get older, they are more
ignorant of the concepts of homo- willing to take risks by letting people
sexuality. He said that people need to know up front that they are gay.
"You want them to know about
become more personally involved
your difference," Steve said. "If they
before l11aldng judgments.
"Until the college public makes can handle my difference then they
an effort to meet someone on a one- are worthy of my friendship and time.
on-one basis to formulate their own I've been hurt too many times before
opinions and until they start to look at by knowing people for years until
the world in terms of differences in they found out I was gay. Prior to that
people being a plus, then they can't minute when they found out I was
become educated people," Steve said. gay, 1was a nice kid, but because I am
The group said that prejudice gay, I am no longer worth associating
against gays is basically like other with. IfI tell people right up front that
prejudices except homosexuals can I'm gay and that doesn't bother them,
we can go on from there. But I'm not
hide the fact that they are gay.
"When you're sitting in a class- going to string a friendship along just
room, a professor isn't going to tell a to be hurt again."
One misconception about homoblack joke. But you are invisible-no
sexuals is that they are on the same
one knows about you," Carla said.
.The group feels it is nice to have psychological level as criminals. The
homosexuals that are in the public group said that when someone finds
eye, but that not all homosexuals are out another person is gay, they often
ready to take that step. Steve 'said that assume this gay person is attracted to
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shades of grey
OVe( this

by' Jocetyn Arledge
features editor

This year the. ("'V4r wise ground
.bog has predicted we will have
anothe~ si~ weeb of ice, sleet,
snQ.W and otbeI'nastythings-like
sneen (wecial. rain, sleet, snow '

, comoo/,and freez.ingrain, whi'chJ
, haven't quite fig;~d Ol,lt yet Our .
· liveS fGr the next rewmonths liave .
: . beendetywi1red.by a little l:at-like . .
'mng .thatsta.ys underground so lie
won 't~ve to ~with tile
· impenrurtg' w~tber.
· The q~ti.on of the ~ is who is

the per~n who thought nptbis ..
·. Ground Hng Day 'thing? Daesit
.seet:n.logical to anyone to thi.t:Jk
that maybe groundhogs don',!

< .

, re$!9 knowalith3.t.muchabouf
•.meteQioiogy? ;b,J,though l'venever
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within 'thetunilels> of a

by Max Montgomery
associate news editor
... .and Jocelyn Arledge
features editor

To pull a negative "G" is like
having a rug pulled out from underneath you. Instantaneously, body
weight is thrown into the wind and the
sensation offloatingfreely takes over.
This phenomenom is created when,
while flying, the plane is lowered
rapidly pulling your body down faster
than the natural gravitational pull.
Steve Christianson, a graduate
student working on his masters in
Administration of Justice at UM-Sl
Louis, can create that wonderful
weightless sensation while piloting
his aircraft high above the land.
Between classes,his job at the
Sherriffs dept., and family life,
Christianson finds nothing else more
exciting than flying.
"Doesn't it get in your blood?
When you're done you are so excited,"
said Christianson. "It'sa natural high."
Christianson, who flies out of St.
Charles aiJports, is a commercial pilot and would like to someday fly for
American Airlines. He said that even

,

~olIDdfi~ghome. I da~bt they've
gbtlittle tiny weathersateUites,
hooked up in there.
I. have Subjected myself re the
~ of the campus library~ a .
place I tty te ~tef'-.I dear of, to get
· to the pattomof tlli~ .

i'

'.FiFst 'Of &11 in

me ~orJd BOOk

. Encyctopeilia, under the WQn1.
· "gtool')el hog" it Says see W~Od
c.huck. Well that Just b,lews U1e .
'. whole Gronn\'t hog holiday for
· me. I just can't allow rn~seif to
~ticalIy honor anarrimal that
can't figure out how'much wood
· it. would chuck if it could chuck
wood.
Ground hog day is based. on a
· eLlStom ·that peOple from Geri'naIiy
and G:r~t Britain bro:ughrover

, and we all know the story of how
this creature pops its head out of .
, il!~ hole and .is silch a little chicKen
. thadt.runs from its Shadow.
· Heres-the kj.cker, when Miss6uti
• officially established Febi-uary
second ashoflorary rodebJ day 11
~nch of old· time Jarmers- got a
little hot undertOO:.colUu'. See they:
· .think that February 14 is the right
• da: fOf,sowm'g and f)la' • nd
tde\!t to, r~er;a' ii
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if it was, it wouldn't matter because
there are no laws to protect us," Steve
said.
The general attitude of the group
was that education is the key in
changing the misguided attitudes of
society about homosexuality. When
people realize that gays are not murders orchild stealers, that they ar~, not
trying to turn everyone around them
into homosexuals and that opinions
of~opleshouldbeformedonlywhen

a one-on-one experience has taken
place, then society can begin to
. change.
.
When people begin to take into
account the good qualities of someone instead of only seeing them as
being gay, then understanding and
acceptance of that person can occur.
"Being a good neighbor, being a
good citizen, being a good American
is all for nothing. You are a gay person - you are different from me.
Therefor, you are bad. People who
will discriminate against one group of
people will discriminate against other
groups. Those are the people who
don't see the world in colors. They
only see it in black and white. The
world is far too beautiful to see in only
black and white." Steve said.

Student Profile~~~j Pilot Sets Sights Sky

atrocity. To .each his

has to set his ala.rni' ctQCl<. a littl~,

case

It's not like anybody can
touch you and you're
going to turn gay.
--Steve

~~ l
W
., J{I

awn, but I don't think the world

willi colfapseiftbe.grolrnd hog

to become gay.
"There are people who are
miseducating the mass majority about
of Jimmy
homosexuality. In the
Swaggart he is using fear tactics. As
long as people send him money he
will pray for them so they won't become gay, The only way to combat
this fear is through education," Steve
them or will try to hit on them.
Kim said, "I told my best friend said,
Steve feels that society sees howhen we were about fourteen. I said.
'I think I like women,' and she said, mosexuals as having a disease or that
'no you couldn't like women, you their gayness is contagious.
"A gay person can not instill their
don't like me."
Some religious groups feel that will on someone else if that person is
gays try to entice others to become not predetermined to have homosexual feelings in the first place,"
homosexual.
In his book, "Homosexuality: Its Steve said.
Some people react to homosexuCause and Its Cure," Jimmy Swaggart
says that homosexuals will go to all ality in an extremely negative way. It
lengths to lure people into becoming is as if that person feels that, by associating with a gay person, they could
a part of their lifestyle.
"The homosexual school teacher become gay themselves.
"It's not like anybody can touch
or scoutmaster will constantly be on
the alert for those susceptible to re- you and you're going to tum gay.
cruitment into their lifestyle. This That's what some strange people
places our children and our grand- think., that if I came by and touched
children ill jeopardy whenever they them they would tum gay," Steve
sit under these teachers or leaders. said.
The work place is another situaWhenever homosexuals are allowed
to work in places of public employ- tion that can be affected by negative
ment, they will once again seek to attitudes towards homosexuals. The
draw others in to their web of bondage group said that it isn't something any- preying upon those with whom they one could prove, but gays are dishave working contact - preferably the criminated against like other minoriyoung and inexperienced," Swaggart ties in a career. They said that it is
subtle, but if someone knows about
said.
The group feels that people with their homosexuality it could be used
opinions like these are hilariously as a factorinjudgingjob performance.
"You're gay so you're worth 25
misguided. Just like a gay person can
not be talked out of being gay, a cents less an hour than someone else.
straight person can not be convinced It's not specifically stated as such, but

Steve Christianson

\'J

though commercial flying is not as.
exciting as private but there is no
money to be made in private flying. ;
When starting out as a commercial
pilot one must first practice on a
simulator.
"Everyone has got to start somewhere. Before they let you fly they
put you on a simulator . The simulator
is exactly like the plane. With a studentin the simulator I could add wind
or fail an instrument on them. "
Christianson said.
Chrstianson has his commerical
liscense, instructing liscense, and
others dealing with radio technology.
He received his private pilot's liscense
in 1979, and his teaching liscense in
1985.
The plane Christianson flies is a
Cessna. The plane is large enough for
four, average sized adults, and powerful enough to fly at 18,000 or more
feet However, being in a Cessna is
far from traveling in a 747.
Depending on how high or low
you are, cars, people, even dogs and
cats are clearly visible on land. The
plane can go slow enough to even
open the windows all owin g air to rush
in, blasting through the cockpit.
. Besides pulling a negative "G,"
Christianson demonstrated other
tricks with the plane.
A positive "G" is exactly the opposite of a negative "G" in that you
are rapidly pulled up against the
natural gravitational force, .creating
an immense amount of pressure
against you. Christianson likes to teach
. his students turns and rolls, but not
just for fun.
"I teach them rolls not so they will
know how to do them but so they will
know how to come out Not all in-

Hig~

OLD ST LOU. .. While piloting a Cessna aircraft Steve
Christianso~ llies through downtown St. Louis. (photo by Max

Montgomery)

structors teach their students rolls but
if someone gets caught flying solo
and ends up in a roll I want them to be
able to get out safely." Christianson
said.

As an instructor Christianson is
very patient and saftey conscious. He
said one of the most difficult things
for people to learn is how to land.
There are so many factors involved level of the plane, posiLion of the tail,
air speed and altitude - that one must
constantly be alert during a landing.
In a Cessna a pilot can basically
fly anywhere they want ninety per-

cent of the time. There are some area:;
of restricted airspace but basically
pilots never have to tell people where
they are going. The range of this type
of plane is 400 to 500 miles before
refueling is necessary.

ChristiansOn said he enjoys instructing and that most people '!njoy
flying. He said it can be difficult to
find students at times and that is why
he keeps his job with the sheriffs '
departmenl If you are interested in
flying or getting a pilots liscense you
can call Steve Christianson at 4416666 for information.

College Bowl Winners To Roll Into Regionals
by Jocelyn Arledge
features editor

On February second three teams
competed in the first UM-Sl Louis
College Bowl. This is not a football
game but a game of the mind.
The three teams, Oligopolists,
Pierre Laclede Honors College, and
Dugh, consisted of four players and
an alternate. Jackie Rupert waS the
judge, David Thomason Moderated
the event, Stephanie Wader kept score
and Deborah Baldin and Rick Flynn
were time keepers.
The contest began at 1:00 p.m.
with questions that were sealed until

the contests began.
The contestants tried to answer
questions pertaining to current events,
history, science, English and other
topics.
,
The winning team, Oligopolists,'
will recieve a trophy and plaques and
have a chance to go on to the College
Bowl regional contest in Kansas City
March 1-3. If the UM-St. Louis team
places in this contest they could go on
to the National Competition in April.
Jackie Rupert, member of the
University Program Board and coordinator of the event said she thought
everyone enjoyed the contests and is IT'S ON THE TIP OF MY TOUNGUE ... Students partiCipate in
looking forward to it next year.
LJM- St. Louis' first College Bowl. (photo by Kris Kuessel)
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'Once Around' Best in 1991 3 _5 +

Recall information
when you need it·
Train your mind to
remember· Have
a periect memory •
Learn and recall
everything easier' Memory equals good grades •
Where there is a wlll, there!§. a 3.5+ graoe average

• •

by Brad Touchette
movie critic
If you're Buddhist, the title for
this mm is way off base considering
reincarnation and all. But since I was
raised Calholic, I get stuck wilh the
theory that coincides with the movie
title.
"Once Around" is a heart-warmingcomedyaboutRenataBella(Holly
Hunter), an Italian woman who finds
herself being pushed towards marriage by her family. Notlhat she's not
eager to take the vows herself, but her
boyfriend IS about as prone to marriage as a cat to water.
After he tells her to get real, she
leaves him for a job in the Bahamas
selling condos. There she meets Sam
Sharpe (Richard Dreyfuss), the
company's top salesman. As fate
would have it, they fall in love. The
only problem is Sam is substantially
older than her:
Sam is also quite eccentric, selfassured, and a linleobnoxious. Renata
falls for his zest for living and his
ambitiousness. Her family is less than
impressed.
Danny Aiello plays Renata's father, a man with strong convictions
towards family and loyalty. He initially dislikes Sam, though he doesn't
know why. The rest of the family
. reacts in a very similar way. The confusing aspect of this film is the fact
lhat Sam is generous, caring, and
sincere to this family, yet his mere
presence causes chaos wilhin the
family unit But that makes the film
all the more real. In many relationships, there are inexplicable factors
that tend to tear people apart No one
ever knows why either.
.
Dreyfuss turns in a COmIDanding
perlormanceand Hunter is totally endearing as the young, confused adult
Aiello is gives one of the. best perlormances of his career in one of the best
films of his career.
Dreyfuss plays Sharpe with conviction and sincerity. He takes the
well-to-do arrogance of this multimillionaire and gives him a heart and
a soul. Amidst the whirlwind of his

obnoxiousnature"am,,"whon-

OUR PROGRAM WILL ..

• •

love just as bad as anyone.
A little bias comes into play when
I critique Holly Hunter. She was hypnotizing in her earlier films "Broad. cast News" and "Always," in which
EASY
FAST
EFFECTIVE
she also starred with Dreyfuss. Her
Please send me _
Study Habit Program at $13.00
portrayal of a young lady with the each.
desire to grow up under a fear of Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
disapproval commands your atten- Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
tion. You can relate to her character Cily, State, Zip_ _ _ _ _ _ __
University AttendincIL_ _ _ _ _ __
while watching her try to gain apUNLIMITED POTENTIAL
proval from both her family and her
0004 Oak. Kansas City, MO 64114
A
lover. She finally grows up when she L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- '
realizes that the only person she must
always keep happy is herself.
This was by far her best performance to date.
Danny Aiello has been in so many
movies lately. The sad part is that
most of them either are second-rate
films or only do second-rate at the
box office. His work in this film is by
far the best he has done. He conveys
a fatherly image in this film so well
that sometimes you forgot that these
guys really aren't family. Aiello is
perfect as the old man.
THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
There are also strong perforNEWSPAPER
mances turned in by Laura San
Giacomo ("Pretty Woman," and "Sex,
Lies, And Videotape") and Gena
Rowlands ("LightOfDay"). Giacomo
plays the little sister who got married
frrstand Rowlands plays the typically
overly concerned mother. Both are
in
believable and entertaining to watch .
They compliment Hunter's performance to a T.
And what can I say about the
script and directing? This film never
had a slow moment The script pulls
you into the movie like a magnet and
in
never lets you go. Director Lasse
Hallstrom shines as he manipulates
the setting and camera angles to near
perfection to milk every emotion out
of each scene. He lets no one down
with his second movie. His first movie,
"My Life As A Dog," received huge
cri tical acclaim.
This movie is one to see more
than once, Even though the year is
stilt young, it is one of the best films
of 1991. There won't be too many
ath" f<Lm, this yeM 10 "Imil il If
there is, I'm in for a great year of ~
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Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll graN
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to YOlL Yoo
and the Air Force. Launch now-<:all
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liilitA IMMEDIATE RESULTS,
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"If an untimely pregn:a.ncy presents :iii p,crlonal CI"isis \g your J.if~ .. ~
lJ5 help you!"
.
FREE ~ST-Can detect pregnancy 10 days after it begm.!
PrOfes.51011.2J Courucliug &: AS5is(ancc. AU Services Frc-C' &: Canfid~ti21
Brentwood: 962-5300
Bridgeton:· 227·877 5
Hampton South: "2-3653
: 227-1266

SL Chari .. : 7H-1200

Midtown: 94 .... 900

THE
PERFECT
CLIMATE
FOR
TECHNICAL
INSTRUCTORS

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-USAF

GREAT
PART·TIME

JOB
• $6.00/hour
• Bonuses
• Easywork .

Put yourself in a place that's good for
you and good for your career.
Be a Naw officer and instructor at
the Navy N~c1e3r Power school in
Orlando. Florida_ Teach co llege a nd
graduate level math . science, or
engineering to highly motivated ,
studen ts a nd be a l-the center oflhe
officer nuclear u-aining progr.un.
Starting pay is more than S25,OOO.
And more than $36,000 after just four
~'ears. Plus there are outstanding personal and family benefits including the
possibiliry of significant financial
assistance for postgraduate education.

• No weekends"no
phone solicitation

Involved

St. Louis
Siding a
Window Co.
call 921.q040

If:-ou're in ("ol1ef{{" ,md your major is
in math . phy-sics, ch e mistry or e ngi nee ring. This is a grea l opponunitv for you .

Juniors and seniors rna)' e\'en qualify for
51.200 a monlh un til graduation. .
Eligible applicants must be li.S.
citiZens, 28 or younger, and mu.s( pass
an aplitude {est and ph\"slcal exaJll. Call
the Navy i\ianagemen LP("ogT.un.s Office.
You might JUSt find your plan' 111 the
sun.
For ~'1orc. inrormalloll.
. Call LT. Greg Voss:

1-800-446-6289 in MO
\·800- 322-6289 in IL

EARN $30,000 BEFORE GRADUATION
A'tTtT
You and the Navy,
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Metropolitan Center
Shows Scenic St. Louis
by Jennifer Doll
Current staff

Have the pressures of second semester limited your sightseeing to 1170 and Natural Bridge? Why not
drink in the sights of the city between
classes-without leaving campus?
For a limited time, St. Louis can be
viewed from the third floor of Clark
Hall.
Through the end of February, selections of Herb Weitman's photographic series, "Seeing Sl Louis,"
are on display in the Center for Metropolitan Studies, Room 362. The
photographs illustrate Seeing St.
~, a published guide to the sights
of the city, written by Barringer Fifield
and published in 1987. The book
assumes the reader will be sightseeing
by car. Weltman, currenuy the Utrector of the Department of Photographic Services, and an Adjunct
Professor of Photography in the
School of Fine Arts at Washington
University, tried to take the photographs to depict as well as he could
the angle the writer took in the book.
"I drove the script and tried to see
what the writer saw," Weitman said,
His photographs include a wide
range of St Louis sights-from the
steeple of the Old Cathedral to people
shopping for watennelons at Sou lard
Market Dennis Judd, chairperson of

Read the

the political science department at
UM-St.
Louis, commented,
"Weitman's photography captures the
essences and nuances that make the
city unique."
At a well-attended reception last
Thursday, January 31, Weitman's
students, along with many other
friends and admirers, crowded into
the Center to witness the opening of
this exhibit Someone not familiar
with Weitman's prestige may have
thought this enthusiasm signified a
fIrst-time public appearance for his
work. However, Weitman's photography can also be enjoyed at the St
Louis Art Museum, the Steinberg
Gallery of Art, and many private collectionsin the St. Louis area-not to
mention Seeing St. Louis, or his photographs in the Post-Dispatch and
many natipmil publications.
The "Seeing St. Louis" exhibit is not by any means something
new to the Center for Metropolitan
Studies. Weitman's "Seeing S 1.
Louis" series is the 98th exhibit displayed in the Center. Jean Tucker,
research associate, says that the
monthly exhibits highlight art and
photography "primarily with an urban theme." She proudly refers to the
. small hallway-turned-art-gallery as a
"non-traditional gallery," and welcomes viewers to stop by and enjoy
the scenery anytime between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays.

Current
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THE MARTYRED ARCHBISHOP OF SAN SALVADOR
1st. OF A VIDEO SERIES FRIDAYS OF LENT

OTHER FEATURE LENGTH VIDEOS
DAYTONA BEACH
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
STEAMBOAT
FORT LAUDERDALE
PANAMA CITY BEACH
CORPUS CHRISTI I
MUSTANG ISLAND
HILTON HEAD ISLAND

,.-",$"9*
,...,. 5'29*
,,,,,,,$96*
,,,,,,$'37*
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"o", S'OB*
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DON'T WAIT 'TIL Irs TOO LATE
CA ll TOll FREE TODAY

1-800-321-5911

• THE MISSION
• CRY FREEDOM
• BROTHER SUN SISTER MOON
· ·A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS
• CHOICES OF THE HEART

FRIDAY, FEB. 22
FRIDAY, MAR. 1
FRIDAY, MAR. 8
FRIDAY, MAR. 15
FRIDAY, MAR. 22

LENTEN FRIDAYS - NEWMAN HOUSE 7:00P.M.
PIZZAJDISCUSSIONFOLLOWS EACH FLICK
8200 NATURAL BRIDGE RD. 385-3455
PARK AT BENTON HALL. WALK ACROSS THE STREET TO NEWMAN
HOUSE
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11/4Ib. Bacon Cheese Burger 1 - ; ~ ---

I

I":"";

\Regular Custom Spiced Fry :
I
I
120 Oz. Drink
I
I
I
\$3.00
I
I
: St. Charles
1Expires 5/1/91
I 946-9883

..

( 1/4 lb. Hamburger Chile I
1
.
I

ooBS'L'ES .

I
and you too shall be
way cool.

.

.

1 Regency Square .

:

20 Oz. Drink \

I
I
I
I

I
$2.50 I
I

Bel Ridg ':
426-7765 1

8801 Natural Bridge I

Expires 5/1/91 :
I.
One Coupon Per 1
I

lOne Coupon Per Customer I Next t~ Blockbuste~
. I
.
Customer 1
.
I
I
I Sun 11 a.m. - 7 p.m., Mon-Thurs 10 a.m. I
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Baseball: Brady's Bunch Is Back
by Brad Touchette
current staff
As the 1990-91 UM-St Louis
baseball season SlartS to roll around,
high hopes for another great year are
starting to brew. No one is more hopeful than head coach Jim Brady.
After a highly successful 25-16-1
season last year, the Rivermen are
hoping to add to those numbers this
year with some post-season action.
The big disappointment last year
came w hen they lost two games in the
EVERY ONE?: Freshman Nancy Hesemann looks
Missouri Intercollegiate Athlelic Asdesperately for a teammate to pass to. (Photo by Dave Bari)
sociation (MIAA) Tournament and
failed to receive a bid for the NCAA
Division II national tournament. But
the good part was the fact that they
remained ranked in the top 20 schools
The University of Missouri-St. career-high 31 points and 11 rebounds. of the Collegiate Baseball Division II
Louis women's basketball team
Beginning with the Feb. 4 non- for eight consecutive weeks.
dropped two more games last week, conference game at Quincy, the
One big question remains: How
running their losing streak to four Riverwomen face four games in the well will this season's team do connext eight days. The play atMisssouri- sideringthe loss of many key players
games.
The Riverwomen enter this week Rolla on Feb. 6, then host Central to graduation? Will this year's team
with a 9-9 overall record, 2-7 in the Ivtissouri on Feb. 9 and Northwest be able to compete?
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic As~ Missouri on Feb. II.
"Absolutely" said coach Brady
sociation.
The Riverwomen will also face with a smile. "I feel we're as good as
The Riverwomen suffered a 78- three of the top teams in the MIAA any team we play this season."
38 loss at Southeast Missouri State this week. Missouri-Rolla, 15-5 overThat's saying a lot if you look at
Jan. 30 and lost 81-74 to Pittstburg all, defeated UM-St. Louis 84-73 the team's schedu1c. The Rivermen's
State on Feb. 2.
earlier this season. The Lady Miners first eight games are against pre-seaThe lone bright spot in an other- have won nine straight meetings with son ranked Divj~ion II teams. And
wise dismal week was the play of the Riverwomen.
with stiffcompelltion within their own
Nationally-rank~ Central Misconference coming from teams like
Kelly Jenkins against Pittsburg State.
LJ;.e.nkin_·.;;,s.le.d;..;;;th.;,,;;e..;R.;,,;;I;.,·v.;.erw;.;.;., ;o;.;.m;.;.e;.;.n;.,v.;.';.;ith;.·;..;a;....-.lI~~~~~:.a..I~~~_ _..... Missouri Southern (who won thecon-

Riverwomen Run Losing Streak To 4
Games - 2-7 In MIAA Conference

ference last year), Southern Illinois
University - Edwardsville, Northeast
Missouri State, and Central Missouri
State, the team will have a tough fight
ahead to post similar or better numbers than last year.
"We want to take it a step further
this time," said Craig Porter, a fIfthYe<lI senior from,Aquinas-Mercy and
member of the 1990 All-Central Region Team. Porter, an outfielder who
posted a .362 batting average last year
and 50 RBIs,S of which were game
winning (team high), feels this year's
squad is "much more improved." He
added, "We're working really hard
here everyday, and anything less than
the MIAA title this year will be a big
disappointment. We've worked so
hard that we're not going to come up
short."
"Yes, we lost a lot of talented
players to graduation last year," said
Brady, "but I think this year's seniors
will fill any holes left by the graduates. The names have changed but the
work ethic hasn't I expect this year's
seniors to be the backbone of the
team, and they won't let us down."
Coach Brady cites Porter, and
catcher Dennis Turner, to be the key
return players to watch this season.
Turner's .321 batting average,14
RBIs, and 11 stolen bases last year
make him a formidable opponent
"He's (Turner) got all the tools,"
said ~rady.

Another ~layer to be heavily
counted on will be outfielder Mike
Musgrave. Last year Musgrave, along
with Porter, was named to the first
team all-conference and second team
aU-regional. He also led the team in
runs with 37.
Other key players for the team
this year include Brian Rupp, who hit
.300 as a freshman last year, and a
crew of freshmen including Jeff Eye,
Bill Hansel, Donnie Jolliff, and Rich
Rudisaile. AU of these players put up
impressive numbers in high school.
"Changing to coll.cge ball is a
rough adjustment," admi tted Brady,
"but with our strong senior group to
lead them, they will gain invaluable
experience and adjust well. A lot of
these guys will be simply incredible
by the time they become seniors."
Every good team needs a good
bullpin, and UM-St. Louis is no ex-,
ception. Leading the team this year
are junior Rob Rixford and senior Jim
Kinnett.. Kinnett wa<; 4-1 last year
with a 3.48 ERA, and Rixford went 51 with a4 .38 ERA. Sophomore Andy
Runzi will also be looked to for contributions.
Brady describes Rixford as " ... not
flashy. Every year he wins four or five
games and doesn't get the atten tion he
deserves."
Brady added, "There is a lot of
talent in this bulIpin, and a lot of

pitchers working hard for playing
time. Players like Tim Cochran and
Chris Meador will fill a variety of
roles on the mound this season. But
we still need a closer, and I'm anx itlUS
to see who emerges as our ace." .
Brady said that the Rivermen have
the capability to beat any team they
play this season, but time will tell if
ball bounces their way.
"We've already lost two pitchers
to injury that we were counting on
heavily," confided Brady. "Kevin
Enlow broke his scapula in a car accident and Tim Howard (a Central
:Missouri State transfer) has a rotator
cup injury." Both are out for the season.
Despite the two big losses, Brady
remains extremely optimistic.
"Every player on this team is really talented and can contribute toward a winning season. We just have
to wait and see if that intangible thing
called 'heart' shows through. Our
everyday lineup will be very competitive. Plus we have the depth to
back it up."
"If the kids don't get too down on
themselves or too high up and everyone stays healthy, then we have a
good chance of having another great
year. Our main goal this year is to
keep an even keel and be patient. If we
can do that, our competition is going
to have their hands full."

Rivermen Win 3 • Headed for Tough Competition
by Christine M. McGraw
sports editor
The UM-St. Louis Rivermen basketball team has some
Life at the Mark Twain Building has been sweet this -stiff MIAA competition ahead of them.
season for the University of Missouri-St Louis men's
After Monday's non-conference game at Quincy, the
basketball squad. The Rivermen edged Pittsburg State Rivermen return to MIAA play when they go to Missouri88-85 Saturday, Feb. 2 to improve their home record this Rolla on Feb. 6 and come home and put their 10-0 home
season to 10-0. The Rive'rmen entered Monday's game game record on the line and face two nationally-ranked
Feb. 4 at Quincy with a 13-4 overall record, 6-2 in the schools: CentralMissouriState(4)-Feb.9,SouthwestBapMissouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association, and brought tist(5) , Feb. 13.
home another win making,the overall score 14-4.
"We are playing twO of the best teams in the country,
"We've done. .very w'ell at 'holl!e this season, says it will be real chaUe..wP.ng, SlWibeadcoach Rich Meckfessel
• head. coa~h Rich Mec esseC '''But we- have-some ex- . - '-Along with It!grrfunkiTIg~e-opposihg teams also have
tremely difficult home games coming up."
some of the best players in the country.
.
.
Not that Saturday's contest was a breather. The
Central Mo. is 7-1 inMIAAconferenceplay.Armando
Rivermen struggled in the frrst half and trailed41-33 at
Becker, one of the key players for Central Mo, was voted
intermission. But they came out roaring in the second half Divi.sion II All-American last year and leads the MlAA in
and kept their perfect home record .intact.
scoring.
Senior Chris Pilz, who scored 24 points in Jan. 30
Southwest Baptist has 6 footlO David Hams, a divilosing game against Southeast Missouri State (90-74), sion I transfer student from Texas A&M, starting for the
scored 20 of his game-high 27 points in the second half team. Hams currently leads the MIAA in block shots.
against PSU. He was most deadly from the free throw
"We have played well at home all year,"Meckfessel
line, hitting 10 of 11 charity tosses. As a team, the said. "I hope were good enough to win one or both of the
Rivermen hit 25 of 30.
games."

Ice Hockey Team Defeats Bradley U.
by Shelle Hassenforder
Current staff

The UM-SL Louis Ice Hockey
Club traveled home from Peoria, Ill.
. Feb. 1 after playing an excellent game
and defeating the Bradley University
Braves 7-4.
Four minutes inro the game, UMSt. Louis jumped ahead 1-0 with a

goal by Dave Dagenais. Two minutes Doug Storms, his frrst of the season.
later UM-S t Louis scored again, then With three minutes left in the second
the Bradley Braves put one in with period, the Dagenias brothers assisted
three minutes left, to end the period 2- on a goals by Neal Aherron to make
the score 6-1.
1.
The Braves tried to make a comeU1\1-St. Louis came out strong in
back
late in the third period scorin~
the second scoring three goals in the
three
goals, but it wasn't enough a<;
fust 6 minutes. The third goal was
UM-SL Louis won.
.
HEADS UP: The UM-St. Louis Rivermen gaze at the hoop wit h anticipaiion of two points.
blast from the left wing by freshman
(Photo by Dave Bari)

.1i'P,Q RTSBRI'EFS.
SCOREBOARD
Rivermen:
Riverwomen:

United
Parcel Se,rvlce
.

AtHlete of the .Week

UMSL74, Southeast MO 90
UMSL 74, Pittsburg State 81
UMSL96, Quincy College 73

KeUyJenkins

UMSL 38, Southeast Mo 78
UMSL 88, Pittsburg State 85
UMSL86, Quincy College 98

·Women's basket ball

team

WHAT'S NEXT
Rivermen And Women Basketball
Feb. 9: UMSL vs Central MO State; Women 5:30, Men 7:30
Feb. 11: UMSL vs Northwest Missouri State; Women 5:30
Feb. 13: UMSL vs Southwest Bap; Women 5:30, Men 7:30
• 'Dates printed in 60Cd are fwtT1£ games.

Bleak Streak For St.Louis Wtll End Via The Olympics

• Junior-Forward
·Scored $1 points In
Feb.S game .a gianst
Plrttsburg·St~te.
• "Kelty has had som.e
big g,ames·thisye'ar.The
Pittsburg Stat'e g.a~e
was certainly on of her .
best:'
-BObbi Morse
. WORKING E'OR STUDENts WHO WOR.K FORUS .

UPS DELIVERS ED,UCA1IO:
N
.

EQUAL OPPOR:nlNtTYEMpLOYER. M1f
.cALL 553-5311 FOR lNFO

due to layoffs across the board from
Trans World Airlines, McDonnell
Douglas, and the Chrylser Plant in
Fenton.
To top it all off, we have elected
officials who have the mentality of
your garden variety cucumber, running the city. Between them they
couldn't decide if they wanted frielJ
with their Big-Macs.
Considering the economic situation of St. Louis and how badly jobs
are needed, it's utterly disgusting to
see one mayor intervene with tax-free
dome stadium construction over two
delapidated "historical landmarks"
by Christine M. McGraw
which serve as great housing facilities
sports editor . •
- for the cockroach population of St.
Lately things have been looking Louis.
bleak for St. Louis. The economy has
While elected officials are piddwindled to nighunarish proportions dling around with the economy over

half time

frivolous points, a committee com posed of St. Louisians, has ach ieved
something that St. Louisians will appreciate for years to corne. They have
done in 18 months what it took San
Antonio five years to accomplish.
They have made arrangements for
the Olympic Festival to be held in St.
Louis in 1994. This will not only
boost the economy tremendously, but
is will also raise spirits around St.
Louis.
In the immediate bleakness of a
nearly dead housing market and layoffs galore, this festival is a blessing
in every sen se of the word. This festival will require the const.ruction of a
swimming/diving areoaand an indoor
bicycle track . That means JOBS! That
means people will have money. That
means more people will go out and

spend money, That means the StLouis
economy will start flowing again.
THAT means Sr. Louis may not be hit
as hard by the recession as it would
have been before the arrival of the
Olympic Festival.
One more dose of good news. In
1989, Cincinnati held their Olympic
Festival and it brought an e"limated
$125 million to the local economy.
That means MORE MONEY! And
on again starts the cycle I just previously diagrammed.
Let's take a moment to V,ank the
committee for all of their: efforts.
Their success is our success~;lnd their
triumph is ours, too . Heck, we haven't
even begun to talk: about the stellar
athletes that will be in St. Lonis for the
competi tion. This will
1

See BLEAK.; page 8
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Women from page 7 DISABLED from page 1

Chris Pilz, 6-1, Senior, Point Guard
1990-91 Statistics:

16 games (1 2-4)
20.1 ppg

6 . 1 rpg
5 .0 assists
3,3 steals
52.0 f.g. %
8 3.3 f . t. %
coaches say
about Chris Pilz ...

"He is a gutty player. [wish
[ had him on my team . . . "
Benny Dees,
University of 'Vyoming

• 3-time all-MIAA
• 3-time all-rigion
• Freshman starter on 22-9
national tournament tearn_
• 28 points, 6 rebounds, 5
steals at Wyomi ng (1990-91).

• 15 points, 4 rebounds, 4 assists
at Kansas State (1988-89).
• 12 points,S assists, 6 steals
at Ohio State (1987-88).

The Riverwomen lost 64-52 at
Warrensburg last season fortheir 19th
consecutive loss against the Jennies.
Northwest Missouri State enters
this week with a 15-5 record. The
Bearkittens beat UM-Sl Louis 62-43
last year in Maryville.

- ~at

Chris Pilz Career Hi2hli2hts

so uri State b'rings a 16-3 overall mark
into this week's action . At 10-0, the
Jennies stand atop the MIAA stand-ings.

"Chris Pilz ls just a great
ball player. , ,"
Ron Shumate
Southeast Missouri State

"Chris is the most enjoyable player I've workea with
in 23 years of college coaching. , ,"
Rich Meckfessel

Bleak from page 7
be a cornucopia of athletic entertainment to see.
So, 1994 will not come too soon
for Sl LoiJis. If I may make a prediction, by th3t time St. Louis will be
ready for the world attention and
Schoemehl will not be Governor of
Missouri , He'll be working under
Virvus Jones remodeling his office
with our tax dollars.
Oh well, some things of St. Louis
will never change.

(Some information was conJributed by Brad Tou cheue of the
Current staff)

UM-St. Louis

Porter Receives Pre-Season All-American Honors
University of Missouri-St. Louis
baseball standout Craig Porter has
been named a Division II pre-season
All-American by Collegiate Baseball
magazine
Porter, who set a single-season
school record last year for most runs
batted in, is one of 46 individuals to
receive pre-season honors from Collegiate Baseball.
A first [earn all-conference and
all-region performer, Porter led the

Rivermen last season '>'lith six home
runs and 50 RBIs in just 37 games. He
became the first player in school history to amass 50 RBIs in one season.
"Craig's numbers from last year
merit All-American J'P£ognitian," says
UM-St. Louis head coach Jim Brady,
"He was dominant force in the middle
of our order, and he figures to be a
force again this year."
Porter, a senior, balted .350 far
last year's 25-16-1 squad. He is oneof
four starters back from a year ago.

puts Ditto in an untenable position. "
"While she recognizes what needs
to be done, she cannot hope to effectively implement change, especially
when it requires \pe cooperation of
individuals,departments, or divisions
outside of Student Affairs," Jarrow
added.
The executive officer assigned to
Oversee compliance for Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
should have the authority to report
directly to the Chancellor. A vice
chancellor would carry that level of
authority, Ditto explained.
In an underlined statement in her
report, Jarrow wrote, "The institution
is fortunate to have someone of Ms.
Ditto's experience and commitment
available to assist students."
Some of the suggestions made in
Jarrow's report have already been
acted on. Special tables for disabled
student use have been modified, and
campus red emergency phones have
been lowered for easy reach from
wheelchair level. The Physical Plant
has added power-assist doors in new
locations such as the S.s.B. Tower
and the J.e. Penney building.
Lisa Parker, president of the Disabled Student Union, said she is glad
about the changes that have been
made, because they have helped. But,
she added, more attention should be
paid to icy sidewalks. 'These aren't
snow plows," she said, referring to
the "scooter" she was riding.
Under a section of the report labeled" Architectural Access," installing automatic doors at key locations
is a priority issue.
In the case of the door installed in
the J.C. Penney building, a lack of
communication has left some people
at odds over the definition of the clause
"key location."
Bonnie Sims e~plained, the "key
location" was the logical solution to
an engineering problem, a wind tunnel, which would be created if the
automatic door was installed near the
elevator as some thought it should.
Dietrich Smith, a research analyst
in the Administration of Justice Department, and a member of the Ad
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Kick off the Sprin g Semester Looking Good For LESS MONEY!!!
Hound Out th e Bargins at BARGIN HOUND
Everything Already Marked at a 50% Discount
and an Addi tional 20% off at the Register
GUcel PURSES , LIZ CLAIBORNE, GUESS, LESLIE FAY. POLO , IZOD, EVAN PICONE, L.A. GEAR. TO NAME A FEW
.

"

BARGIN
H
OUND
~
9005 Natural Bridge Rd. 70 at Natural Bridge
427-3516

Mon. thru Sat. 9-5:30

Hoc Task Force for Campus Disabled .
Accessibility agrees. "In a compromise everybody wins," Smith said.
The words "key location" have
another meaning to Dino. "Students
with extremely limited mobility
shouldn't have to go out of the way. It
is never easy to make a campus accessible." Ditto said.
She also said that when Jarrow
was questioned where the money came
from to make something accessible,
if it was costly?
"Where does the money come

from when you are sued? You are
forced to do it," Jarrow said.
According to J arrow, the re-establishment of healthy communications among the various constituen~
cies must be viewed as a process, not
an event.
"UM-St Louis may wish to consider conducting an internal review in
six months, possibly followed by an
on-site review by an outside evaluator, using the list of suggestions and
recommendations as a baseline for
measuring progress," Jarrow said.
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the region's oldest and largest family planning
organizatton--'tbe name to trust.
QUality Health Care
Affordable Services

Confidential
Non-]udgmental
PRO-CHOICE

Reliable Information
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5 CLINICS IN 'I1lE ST. LOUIS REGION

"

FloriSSI:Jrn • Central West End • South St. Lcuis • Ballwin • St. Peters
I

"
"

~~. "::
"':

Pregnancy Testing

Birth Control
'.
Women's Health Care :.
,

Fees are based on sliding scale according to income
PLANNED PARENTHOOD H01UNE
AborliolJ Referrals • Clinic In/ormation • ~s about rvproductilM health

533-9933

,

"
""

::

Toll·Free: 1-800-662-KNOW
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UM-SL Louis ACCOUNTING CLUB
presents

"Stress and the Changing Work
Force"
Guest Speaker John Passanate of
Moog Automotive
February 8, 1991, 126 J.C. Penney

*All meetings begin at 1:30 and last approximately one
hour unless otherwise announced. The locations for the
February 22, March 29, April 12, and April 26 meetings
will be posted on the Accounting Bulletin Board in the
4th floor hallway, next'to 489 SSJ3. Semester dues are
$6.00 and should be paid by the end of the second' '.
meeting, February, 8. Membership is open to any UMSt. Louis student. The purposes of the UM-St. Louis
Accounting Club include giving students an exposure to
various accounting related issues and career opportunities, and meeting people in accounting practice.

1-

Meet The Press
All UM-St. Louis fa Clllty -and staff are invited to m eet the staff of the Current on
Monday February 11 in Room #1 Blue
Metal Building from 12 to 3 p.m. and 4
to 8 p .m . Refreshm ents will be served.

~ ill Free Stll!!

Win a twenty dollar gift certificate for dinner for your description of your best,
worst, or most humorous date. This contest is sponsored by the Current. Entrie~ will be ju~ged by the editorial staff on the basis of content, style, and origi.
nallty. All entries become the property of the Current and can not be returned.
The rules are as follows:
Entries should be typed or printed.
Entries should be between 150 and 400 words.
Entries must be received no later than Feb 10, 1991, and must be placed in the
classified ad boxes located in Lucas, U Center, or the Current office, #1 Blue
Metal Building.

Send a note to
your main
squeeze for free
in the Current's
.V alentine's Day
Issue.
Classified ads are free to
UM- St. Louis students,
faculty, and staff. Drop
your ad by #1 Blue Metal
Building no later than
5:30 p.m. Mon. Feb. 10

